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SYNOPSIS 
Puerto Rican American rapper Hamza Pérez ended his life as a drug dealer 12 years 
ago, and started down a new path as a young Muslim. 
 
Now he’s moved to Pittsburgh’s tough North Side to start a new religious community, 
rebuild his shattered family, and take his message of faith to other young people 
through his uncompromising music as part of the hip-hop duo M-Team. 
 
Raising his two kids as a single dad and longing for companionship, Hamza finds love 
on a Muslim networking website and seizes the chance for happiness in a second 
marriage.   
 
But when the FBI raids his mosque, Hamza must confront the realities of the post-9/11 
world, and challenge himself. He starts reaching for a deeper understanding of his 
faith, discovering new connections with people from Christian and Jewish communities. 
 
NEW MUSLIM COOL takes viewers on Hamza’s ride through the streets, projects and 
jail cells of urban America, following his spiritual journey to some surprising places ---
where we can all see ourselves reflected in a world that never stops changing. 
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
I had an accidental start as a documentary filmmaker. Injuries ended my modern-
dance career before it really began, and during my recuperation I spent a few years 
teaching in New York City and San Francisco Head Start and special-education 
classrooms. I started to learn that everybody has a story worth listening to, if you can 
just take the time and really open your ears and mind. And “normal” is usually in the 
eye of the beholder. 
 
I alternated those teaching gigs with time spent living in Brazil and Argentina, at a 
time when both countries were transitioning to elected governments from the military 
dictatorships of the ’70s and ’80s.  Watching my friends and relatives in those 
countries emerge from the trauma of those years, I was struck by how powerfully each 
country’s pop culture was helping people express themselves collectively and 
individually.  
 
Flash forward to the period right after 9/11: I was working as a producer at San 
Francisco’s PBS affiliate, KQED, where I was offered the chance to do some pieces on 
South Asian youth in the Bay Area. In the course of my research, I discovered a 
thriving Muslim hip-hop scene in Oakland. There, an incredibly diverse group of 
young Muslim men and women — some of them converts and some of them born into 
the faith — were collaborating to create a culture that was both expressing their faith 
and reaffirming their American-ness.   
 
It struck me that these young artists were using pop culture in much the same way 
those Brazilian and Argentine musicians had a decade earlier — to coalesce as a 
community after a terrible event, while making new space for individual expression 
that would further the evolution of a shared national identity.   
 
Thinking of other seminal cultural and musical moments, I came up with a be-bop 
inspired title, New Muslim Cool. Then I put together a team that included my two 
amazing co-producers, Kauthar Umar and Hana Siddiqi, raised some initial funds and 
started filming.   
 
At first we planned to make a “survey” film about American Muslim youth culture, a 
sort of ensemble piece featuring several intersecting characters on the road with a 
small Muslim hip-hop label. We imagined that film would explore the diversity and 
dynamism of this young American community, examine hip-hop as the lingua franca of 
youth everywhere and show how young American Muslims — like so many other 
people — were using new technologies to bring together faith and pop culture.   
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All of those cultural themes still run through the finished film, but once we decided to 
focus on Hamza Pérez and his family and community in Pittsburgh, the project took on 
a whole other life and deeper meaning. Hip-hop culture became less the focus of the 
film and more the context, and Hamza and his wife Rafiah’s day-to-day and spiritual 
life became the real heart of the film.   
 
 
We followed Hamza, Rafiah and their community as they faced the ups and downs of 
life over three years. They confronted everyday challenges like getting to know their 
in-laws and coping with Rafiah giving birth by C-section, and not-so-everyday 
challenges, such as suspecting they were under some form of surveillance. Often, 
these disparate circumstances were laid directly on top of each other, so that in the 
space of two minutes during an interview Rafiah would wonder about a mysterious 
panel van parked outside her house and then ask who forgot to put the lid on the 
peanut butter. It was a little surreal sometimes, but so is real life. 
 
At the outset of this project when we were thinking it would be a cool and clever film 
about hip-hop culture, I’m not sure any of us — the crew or the people featured in the 
film — anticipated how deeply we would end up exploring the most elemental 
processes that make us human: the search for some form of faith, for goodness, for 
ways to maintain hope, find forgiveness and fall in love.  But that’s part of the magic 
of making long-form documentaries. You just never know where you’ll end up. And 
wherever that is you’ve been profoundly changed, for the better by the journey. 
 

— Jennifer Maytorena Taylor, Director/Producer/Writer 
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FAST FACTS ABOUT AMERICAN MUSLIMS 
 
There are an average of 1.2 bil l ion Muslims worldwide, representing about 22% of the 
world’s population.   
 
Islam is the second largest rel igion in the world after Christianity.  Muslims are growing at 
a rate of 2.9% annually, exceeding the world population increase of 2.3% per year.1  
 
Estimates of the number of Muslims in the U.S. range between 1.5 and 7 million.  Most media 
organizations, as well as the White House and State Department, use the figure of at least 6 
mil l ion Muslims in the U.S.2 
 
Ethnic origins of  Muslims in the U.S. are: 33% South Asian, 30% African American. 
25% Arab. 3.4% Sub-Saharan African, 2.1% European, and 1.6% White Americans.  Others 
include Southeast Asian, Caribbean, Turkish, Iranian, and Latino/Hispanic Muslims.3   
 
Latinos represent 6% of the 20,000 annual American converts to Islam.  There are 
approximately 25,000-75,000 Latino Muslims in the U.S.  
 
Almost 50% of Americans believe people in Muslim countries have a “very unfavorable” 
opinion of the United States.4 
 
According to the Pew Research Center, Muslim Americans have a generally posit ive view 
of the larger society.  63% of Muslim Americans do not see a conflict between being a devout 
Muslim and living in a modern society. 

 

SOURCES 
 

                                                
1 Robinson, B.A. How Many Muslims are in the U.S. and the Rest of the World. September 18, 
2002. Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance.  
2 Broadway, Bill. Number of U.S. Muslims Depends on Who’s Counting. Saturday, November 
24, 2001; Page A01. Washington Post.  
3 Robinson, B.A. How Many Muslims are in the U.S. and the Rest of the World. September 18, 
2002. Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance.  
4Newport, Frank. Complex but Hopeful Pattern of American Attitudes Toward Muslims. March 
23, 2006. Gallup Poll News Service.  
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FILMMAKER BIOGRAPHIES 

 
Producer/Director Jennifer  Maytorena Taylor’s credits include the documentaries 
Ramadan Primetime, Special Circumstances, Paulina, Home Front and Immigration 
Calculations, and many short films.  Her work has won numerous festival awards and two 
Emmys.  Based in San Francisco, she has held several arts and journalism fellowships -- most 
recently with editor Kenji Yamamoto and New Muslim Cool at the Sundance Institute’s 
Documentary Edit and Story Lab. 
 
Co-Producer Hana Siddiqi was raised with a combination of traditional Islamic and 
modern Western ideals.  As an undergraduate she designed her own interdisciplinary major 
and wrote her thesis paper on Muslim Politics, Identity, and Hip Hop in America.  She received 
a Masters degree in Near Eastern Studies from New York University and was a fellow at the 
CPB/PBS Producers’ Academy at WGBH. 
 
Co-Producer Kauthar Umar is a New York and Chicago-based writer, editor and 
photographer whose work has appeared in YM and Essence and covers domestic and 
international health issues, youth culture, and religion.  She holds a Master’s degree in 
International Journalism and Public Affairs from American University.   Kauthar was a 
production fellow in the National Black Programming Consortium New Media Institute.  She is 
a second-generation African American Muslim. 
 
Cinematographer Davíd Sarast i , originally from Colombia, is a documentary 
cinematographer for Canal Plus, BBC, PBS, and other leading networks.  His credits include 
MTV’s Real World, The Learning Channel’s Trading Spaces and Surviving Motherhood, and 
Mirror Dance for PBS.  He lives in Philadelphia. 
 
Cinematographer Jon Shenk works as a documentary cinematographer for PBS, National 
Geographic, A&E, Bravo, CBS, NBC, and the BBC.  His credits include The Rape of Europa 
(short listed for the Academy Award), Lost Boys of Sudan and Democracy Afghan Style. He 
lives in San Francisco. 
 
Cinematographer Mark Knobil’s credits include dozens of titles for national and 
international broadcasters and production companies.  Credits include The Great Robot Race, 
The First Flower and Into the Abyss for Nova on PBS, and Strange Days and The Skin We’re In 
for National Geographic.  He lives in Pittsburgh. 
 
Editor Kenji Yamamoto is a Bay Area-based editor and producer whose credits include 
award-winning national PBS documentaries such as Archeology of Memory, Thirst, and 
Downside Up, and the feature film Thousand Pieces of Gold. 
.  
Composer and Principal Sound Recordist Chris Strollo is a new music composer and 
production sound mixer for film and television.  Based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, he has 
developed new electro-acoustic instruments and improvisational techniques, and teaches 
workshops in recording production sound for film and video. 
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM for 

 
 
 

In a time of danger and promise – a man, a family, and a 
generation come of age. 

 
“New Muslim Cool possesses a kind of beauty that sneaks up on you: it is in Hamza’s 

humility, in the dignity with which he confronts so much of his misfortune, in his 
commitment to rehabilitating drug dealers. . . . the film is an opportunity to access a 

closer view of human decency.” 
— Ginia Bel lafante, The New York Times 

 
“New Muslim Cool is no ordinary film….this is a film that makes you want to do 

something.” 
Bakari Kitwana, Huff ington Post 

 
“One of the most lyrical, complex and contemporary investigations of religion in 

America… visual poetry that flips from sensuous to searing in a heartbeat. “ 
Diane Winston, Knight Chair in Media and Religion, Univers ity of 

Southern California 
 

“A riveting new portrait of Muslim America.” 
Margaret Ramirez, Chicago Tr ibune 

 
“This spellbinding documentary gives us the full dimension of a Muslim American man 

who's a rapper, educator, father, husband and idealist.” 
— Jonathan Curiel, San Francisco Chronicle 

 
“Disarming. . . . A fine illustration of the melting pot's latest cultural flavors, as well as 

a helpful look past post-9/11 Islamic stereotypes. . . .” 
— Dennis Harvey, Variety 

 
“The documentary explores the unique fusion of Islam and hip-hop and defies our 

perceptions of what it means to be a Muslim.” 
— Elham Khatami, Pittsburgh Post -Gazette 

 
“Catch a documentary about cultures colliding in New Muslim Cool. . . . A moving 

documentary.” 
Marian Liu, Seattle Times 
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“A sensitive and perceptive film, New Muslim Cool chronicles Hamza’s halting 
evolution from  

thug to Muslim leader and family man. . . . The film’s real strength is mixing the 
political with  

the domestic.” 
— Kiera Butler, Mother Jones 

 
“This fast-paced, beautifully scored film is an example of how to convey important 

ideas to an easily distracted public.” 
— Aaron Barnhart, Kansas City Star   

 
“Music is a huge part of "New Muslim Cool," from its subject's belief in hip-hop music's 

power to change lives, to a unique original score.” 
Michael Machosky, Pittsburgh Tribune-Review  

 
“A poignant, funny and provocative film.” 

Pit tsburgh City Paper 
 

“At its core, the New Muslim Cool is about the struggle to respond to adversity with 
your better self. It’s about finding beauty in the least expected places. Set over the 
treble and funk, it tells a story we can all relate to, about the complexities of what it 

means to be imperfectly human.” 
Suad Abdul Khabeer, TheRoot.com 

 
“Moving, funny, inspiring. The plot could not be better if it were fiction. Don’t’ miss it.” 

— J. Samia Mair, Balt imore Examiner 
 

“New Muslim Cool is guaranteed to intrigue and expand your awareness of American 
culture. You'll come away wanting to hug and help this guy who may, frankly, scare 

you in the opening minutes of the film. . . .  POV also provides a very helpful interfaith 
discussion guide.” 

— David Crumm, ReadTheSpiri t.com  
 

“Charismatic, vulnerable, and energetic, Hamza makes himself new every day. New 
Muslim Cool, quietly observational and entirely engaging, invites you to share his 

process.” 
— Cynthia Fuchs, PopMatters.com 

 
“It would have been easy for New Muslim Cool to offer yet another critique of the 

abuses of the Patriot Act . . . what came across for me was Perez’s sincerity about his 
calling, his gentleness with family and friends, and his desire for inter-faith dialogue 

and for improving the community where he lives.” 
— Chuck Tryon, The Chutry Experiment Online 
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“This film is by far the most accurate and sympathetic portrayal of the Muslim convert 

experience in the American inner city that I have ever seen in the media.” 
— Abu Noor Al- Ir landee, MuslimMatters.org 
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AWARDS & FESTIVALS 
 

Feature Film Freedom Award at the 5th Annual Al Jazeera International 
Documentary Film Festival in Doha, Qatar 

 
Opening Night Selection, ! POV on PBS 

 
Documentary Competit ion, ! San Francisco International Film Festival 

Official Select ion, ! Rooftop Film Festival 

Official Select ion, !Lincoln Center Independents Night, !co-sponsored by Human 
Rights Watch Film Festival 

 


